Europe Private Tours Privacy Policy:

This Declaration of exemption of responsibility is consolidated with the Politics of
Online Privacy of Europe Private Tours, and must be incorporated in its Website and
as it follows:
1. Company:
Europe Private Tours consists on an independent tour organizer and seller firm
member of AETP (Portuguese Association of Tour Operators and Tourism
Companies).
Because Europe Private Tours gives high importance to its customer’s privacy, it
does not pass, rent or distribute to services of marketing or other services its
customer’s data.
Europe Private Tours and its firm partners are legally distinct and independent
entities and they have not to be interpreted thus they act in a relationship of
subsidiary agents.
2. Exemption of Responsibility:
The information contained and accessed in this Site (The “Site”) is supplied by
Europe Private Tours in its initial page (Home Page) as being the proprietor of the
Site (http://europe-private-tours.com), and offers to the user information of general
interest.
In accordance with facts of specific circumstances, the application of laws and
regulations can vary. On the basis of the process of electronic communication,
Europe Private Tours does not assure nor guarantees that the Site will be remained
without exempt of error. Therefore, the information is supplied to users without any
type of guarantee, implicit express, or including exactness.
Under no circumstances Europe Private Tours will able its related partners and users
to held the Company responsible by damages of any nature (including, however but
not limited to the responsibility for loss of use, loss of data or losses of profits),
independently of the form of the action, including, among others, actions on
contracts, actions for recklessness or other actions for civil deriving of the Site or
related with the Site, any information existing in the Site, or access to content by

means of the use of the Site, or with any type of copy, exhibition or another
unauthorized use of the Site information.
Considering that the content of the Site is protected by copyrights (copyright), the
unauthorized use of any material contained in the Site will be able to infringe the
laws of copyrights, commercial marks and other laws. In case that the user makes a
download of materials contained in the Site for personal use or non-advertising, the
user will have to keep in all and any copy of the material all the relative
acknowledgments of the copyrights marks, or other contained similar
acknowledgments in the Site’s original material. The materials contained in the Site
cannot be modified nor reproduced, or publicly shown, executed, distributed, or
publicly used for commercial purpose.
Links with thirds are offered as an information facility for our users. Europe Private
Tours does not control and is not responsible for none of those sites or for its
content.
Europe Private Tours has for obligation to protect its reputation and its marks and
reserves the right to request the removal of any unauthorized link existing in our
Website.
It is absolutely necessary to request explicit permission to use Europe Private Tours
logo. For this proposal, users must contact with the webmaster, by email, using the
section “contact us”.
The following activities of links in our Web Site are forbidden, and can configure
questions of breaking of trademarks and copyrights:
• Links that involve non authorized use of our logo;
• Framing, inline links or meta tags;
• Hyperlinks or other form of links that dissimulates the URL and pass for the
main page;
3. Privacy Policy:
Europe Private Tours believes that the responsible use of the personal information in
our Website is critical for our business-oriented reputation and objectives. As part of
our commitment with the users and partners’ privacy, we adopt this Online Privacy
Policy. The extension and the type of the information that we receive in our Website,
depend on the information given by users, according to their process of registration
on the Site.
We use that information to answer to the users requests and to archive statistical
data and not for other ends.
We use also the personal information to personalize the navigation online of the
visitor and to allow the access to the Website content for his appropriate necessities.
Moreover, in some cases, we use “cookies” (small archives of text, placed in the
user’s computer for occasion of its first visit to the Site). The majority of current
navigators recognizes when one “cookie” is displayed and allows the user to refuse
or to accept it.
“Cookies” on-line are used basically with the intention to enrich its experience and
are not being used to track habits of navigation or to identify visitors, unless we get

his permission for this purpose. If users visit our Website to read or to make a
download of the information contained, such as prices, conditions of reservation for
tours or transfers, destinations, etc., great part of the information we collect is only
for statistics purposes (for ex.: domain from which the users have access to internet,
dates and schedule of its access to our Site, internet address of the web site from he
directly made a link to our Site.
The personal information supplied by the users will be kept only during the
necessary time to take care of the intentions for which information has been
collected or demanded by law. We do not share or sell personal information with
third parties, except when necessary for the performance of our activities or when
demanded by law or other legal processes.
Moreover, personal data collected by us can be transferred to other firm members,
only with the purpose to serve the users requests. When users provide personal
information electronically, they give their express consent to Europe Private Tours to
transmit their collected data to our members and affiliates in order to proceed with
user’s requests.
Europe Private Tours adopts politics and procedures of technological and
operational security, to protect personal information against loss, improper use,
alteration or unintentional destruction. Our staff with access to the personal data is
trained to keep the confidentiality of such information.
Europe Private Tours understands the importance to protect the privacy of children,
especially in on-line environment. Our Website has not been projected nor destined
for minors under 13 years old. Our politics is never collect or keep information,
intentionally, of any person with less than 13 years of age.
Europe Private Tours recognizes its responsibility to protect the privacy on-line of
personal information of the Website visitors. If you have any questions or comments
regarding our administration of personal information, please contact us to the email
address: support@europe-private-tours.com. You can use this email address also if
you are not interested on keeping receiving information about us, and you want
unsubscribe from our newsletter.
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